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is developed using machine learning. The proposed technique
helps to understand the phishing URL patterns and recognize
the similar pattern URLs in terms of legitimate and phishing.
The first preprocess the URLs and then essential features are
extracted from phishing URLs. These phishing URLs are
obtained from an authentic data source namely phish tank
database. Finally the training of algorithm is carried out and
classifying the real world web URLs in terms of phishing or
legitimate. The proposed approach is promising for accurate
phishing URLs identification.

Abstract: The phishing attack is one of the very common
attacks deployed using the social engineering techniques. The
attack tries to capture the victim’s personal and sensitive
information to trick and can results in terms of financial and
social reputation loss. In this presented work the main focus is to
investigate the phishing techniques and their detection
approaches. In this context first a review on recently contributed
URL based phishing attack detection and prevision techniques is
prepared. Further based on the suitable techniques a new data
mining based model is proposed for implementation. The
proposed model first take training on phish tank database URLs
and then identify the similar pattern based URLs in two classes
legitimate and phishing. First the dataset is preprocessed and the
features are computed. The computed features are then
transformed in terms of transactional database and association
rules are prepared. To generate the association rules the apriori
algorithm and FP-Tree algorithm is employed. Based on
conducted experiments, the performance the FP-Tree based
classification technique much efficient and accurate as compared
to apriori algorithm, because the apriori algorithm is much time
expensive then the FP-Tree. Finally the future extension of the
work is also suggested.

II.

The aim of the work is to investigate the phishing
attack. Additionally design a machine learning model
that can recognize the phishing URL patterns and can
generate an alarm to user. This chapter provides the
understanding of the proposed system which is required
to develop for classifying URLs accurately and
efficiently.

Keywords: phishing detection, URL classification, association
rule mining, rule based classification, apriori algorithm, FP-Tree
algorithm.

A. System Overview

Phishing is an act of cyber crime and it becomes much
serious when the data is disclosed in public domain by
some phishing attack or become an act of financial
fraud. Therefore it is required to identify the attack. In
most of the phishing cases a malicious URL is deployed
on the target person’s device. It may be in format of
some emails, SMS, MMS or any social media networks
such as Facebook, Linkedin, WhatsApp and others. The
victim visits such malicious URL which is falsely
created by the attacker. The victim provides his/her
personal details such as bank account details, credit
card details and others. On the other hand the attacker
gets these details to blackmail you or conducting the
financial losses. Therefore the awareness is only the key to

I. INTRODUCTION
Communication technologies are growing rapidly, not only
the traditional communication methods such SMS and voice
calls are increasing the new methods of communication is also
enabled in recent years such as email, MMS, social media
messages. Peoples may use these methods in various different
manners i.e. publishing contents, advertisements, promotions
and many others. But not always people use these channels
legitimately sometimes malicious users tried to capture others
sensitive and private information. Such kind of fraud is known
as phishing. Phishing is an act of cyber crime where using
false commitments the private and confidential information is
still by attacker. This result the end user suffers for financially
or socially. It is a serious crime [1].
In this work the phishing technique investigation is the main
aim. Therefore different available techniques of phishing
detection and prevention are involved in this study. But
awareness of end users can only the way by which we can
prevent the attacks. The classical techniques are mainly two
types first blacklist or white list based and second is based on
machine learning or pattern recognition. Among the list
management based techniques are expensive in terms of
computational resource cost therefore the proposed technique

prevent such kind of attacks. But there are various efforts are
also available by which we can recognize such kind of links
by using some kinds of tools. There are mainly two kinds of
techniques available for performing such task first is based on
list which consist of some previously reported URLs and
cross verify the link which is time consuming and need to
update database regularly.
On the other hand some
techniques are also developed by which we can recognize the
URLs. In these techniques the machine learning or data
mining techniques are used. The machine learning based
techniques are first Learn on these patterns and then classify
the URLs according to their learned patterns.
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Therefore we are motivated to design a machine learning
model which can identify the phishing URL patterns by
analyzing them. This section offers the overview of the
proposed system which is needed to be design. Additionally
the next section demonstrates the system design and their
components with their functional aspects.

2. number of slashes in URL
3. dots in host name of the URL
4. number of terms in the host name of the URL
5. special characters
6. IP address
7. Unicode in URL
8. transport layer security
9. Sub-domain
10. certain keyword in the URL
11. top level domain
12. number of dots in the path of the URL
13. hyphen in the host name of the URL
14. URL length
The above discussed properties are calculated from each URL
using the given constrains. After applying the given
constraints a value is computed. The computed values for
each URL are stored separately. After computation of the
features form each URL return 14 values. These values are
compared against a threshold value. The obtained feature
values If satisfying the threshold then the feature is recognize
it as 1 otherwise it is 0. Therefore the entire URLs are
transformed into a binary 2D vector.
Rule mining algorithms: in this phase the 2D vector is
produced as input to the system. Additionally we need to mine
the rules using these features. In this context we are proposing
to employ the association rule mining techniques namely
apriori algorithm and FP-Tree algorithm. Both the techniques
are requires the Itemset and transaction sets to mine the data.
Therefore first we need to recover the transaction set and item
set. In order to understand the process of transaction set and
itemset extraction let an example feature vector table as given
in table 1.

B. Methodology
The required model for phishing URL classification is
demonstrated in figure 1. Additionally their components are
also provided. This section involves the details about the
provided functional details.

Figure 1 proposed system architecture
Phish tank database: the machine learning techniques
requires the initial training examples to learn with patterns. In
this experiment the phish tank dataset is used as initial input
for the system. The phish tank dataset is organized by
different cyber security institutions. It is collection of
phishing URLs that are recently reported. The dataset
includes various different information such as phish ID, URL,
phish detail URL, submission date, verification time, online
status, target. The entire information is available either as
download in CSV format or using web service API for
directly utilizing with an application. In this system we are
utilizing the CSV data for training.
Data preprocessing: as we discussed the dataset contains
various information about the phishing URLs but the entire
information in the given dataset is not useful for analysis
purpose. Therefore in this process we reduce the unused
attributes from the dataset and preserve the URL for further
use. The preprocessing basically aimed to clean the dataset
and improve the quality of data. Thus in this process we can
used different techniques to recover the required information
from entire set of data.
Feature extraction: the pattern learning algorithms need
some essential features to use in developing the data model.
But after preprocessing we find just URLs thus we need to
compute the different properties from the URL which can be
used for representing the phishing URL properties. Thus the
features defined in [2] are used for learning with the pattern
learning algorithm. Some of the essential features are reported
as:
1. length of the host URL
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Table 1 Example Feature Table
A

B

C

D

E

F

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

Using the given table 1 we can conclude the set of symbols
{A, B, C, D, E, F} can works as itemset additionally using two
instances of features we can create the following two
transactions:
Table 2 Transaction Sets
Transaction ID

Transactions

1

A, B, E

2

A, C, E, F

The table 2 shows the transaction sets which can be defined
using the table 1.
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node and new node count is increased by 1 as they are created
and linked according to transactions.
4. The next step is to mine the created FP Tree. For this, the
lowest node is examined first along with the links of the
lowest nodes. The lowest node represents the frequency
pattern length 1. From this, traverse the path in the FP
Tree. This path or paths are called a conditional pattern
base. Conditional pattern base is a sub-database
consisting of prefix paths in the FP tree occurring with
the lowest node (suffix).
5. Construct a Conditional FP Tree, which is formed by a
count of itemsets in the path. The itemsets meeting the
threshold support are considered in the Conditional FP
Tree.
6. Frequent Patterns are generated from the Conditional FP
Tree [15].
Rule database: both the algorithms consume the itemsets and
transaction sets and generate the rules according to the above
discussed process or algorithms. These rules are preserved in
a database for utilizing the rules for classifying the testing
URLs.
Test dataset: after preparing the rules database for
classification task it is required to test the model for
identifying the model is working properly or not. Thus an
additional test dataset is prepared which contains different
amount of phishing URLs and also included some normal web
URLs from authentic source.
Rule Based Classification: this function accepts the test
dataset and the rule database. Additionally using the prepared
rules the system validates each URL for finding or predicting
the class labels i.e. legitimate or phishing.
URL decision: that is the final outcome of the proposed
model which produces the outcome or decision about the test
URLs. In other words the model returns the class labels for the
testing URLs in terms of phishing or legitimate.

Apriori algorithm: Apriori algorithm is easy and very
simple, to mine frequent itemsets in a transactional database.
The algorithm makes searches in database to find frequent
itemsets where k itemsets are used to generate k+1- itemsets.
Each k-itemset must be greater than or equal to minimum
support threshold to be frequency. Otherwise, it is called
candidate itemsets. In the first, the algorithm scan database to
find frequency of 1-itemsets that contains only one item by
counting each item in database. The frequency of 1-itemsets is
used to find the itemsets in 2- itemsets which in turn is used to
find 3-itemsets and so on until there are not any more
k-itemsets. If an itemset is not frequent, any large subset from
it is also non-frequent; this condition prune from search space
in database.
Table 3 Apriori Algorithm

FP-Tree algorithm: Frequent Pattern Tree is a tree-like
structure that is made with the initial itemsets of the database.
The purpose of the FP tree is to mine the most frequent
pattern. Each node of the FP tree represents an item of the
itemset. The root node represents null while the lower nodes
represent the itemsets. The association of the nodes with the
lower nodes that is the itemsets with the other itemsets is
maintained while forming the tree. The frequent pattern
growth method lets us find the frequent pattern without
candidate generation. Let us see the steps followed to mine the
frequent pattern using frequent pattern growth algorithm:
1. The first step is to scan the database to find the
occurrences of the itemsets in the database. This step is
the same as the first step of Apriori. The count of
1-itemsets in the database is called support count or
frequency of 1-itemset.
2. The second step is to construct the FP tree. For this,
create the root of the tree. The root is represented by null.
3. The next step is to scan the database again and examine
the transactions. Examine the first transaction and find
out the itemset in it. The itemset with the max count is
taken at the top, the next itemset with lower count and so
on. It means that the branch of the tree is constructed with
transaction itemsets in descending order of count.
The next transaction in the database is examined. The itemsets
are ordered in descending order of count. If any itemset of this
transaction is already present in another branch (for example
in the 1st transaction), then this transaction branch would
share a common prefix to the root. This means that the
common itemset is linked to the new node of another itemset
in this transaction. Also, the count of the itemset is
incremented as it occurs in the transactions. Both the common
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C. Proposed Algorithm
The steps of the proposed algorithm are given in table 4. That
includes the steps and the relevant processes involved in the
proposed model.
Table 4 Proposed algorithm
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association rule mining is used for classifying the URLs,
among the FP-Tree algorithm is demonstrating higher
accuracy as compared to the traditional technique.

III. RESULTS ANALYSIS
The proposed machine learning based phishing URL
classification technique is implemented successfully and need
to evaluate the performance for justifying the implemented
system. This chapter reports different performance
parameters which are implemented for describing the
efficiency and accuracy of the implemented system.

B. Error Rate
The error rate of a classification algorithm is measurement of
misclassification rate. Thus the total misclassified URLs are
termed here as the error rate of algorithm. That is measured
using the following equation:

A. Accuracy
The accuracy is a measurement of correctness of the
classification system. In this context the total correctly
recognized phishing URLs using the proposed method is
termed here as the accuracy of the proposed phishing
detection model. That is computed using the following
formula:

Or

Table 5 accuracy (%)
Dataset Size

Apriori
Algorithm

FP-Tree
Algorithm

50

76.3

77.9

100

78.8

79.5

150

80.2

81.7

200

81.6

84.2

250

83.2

86.6

300

84.5

89.4

500

88.39

91.8

Figure 3 error rate
Table 6 error rate (%)

Accuracy (%)

100
80
60
40

Dataset Size

Apriori Algorithm

FP-Tree Algorithm

50

23.7

22.1

100

21.2

20.5

150

19.8

18.3

200

18.4

15.8

250

16.8

13.4

300

15.5

10.6

500

11.61

8.2

20
0
50

100 150 200 250 300 500
Dataset Size

Apriori Algorithm

The figure 3 and table 6 shows the performance of phishing
URL classification model using apriori and FP-Tree
algorithm. The collected experimental observations are
reported in table 6 and the visualization of line graph for the
same is given in figure 3. The X axis of this diagram contains
the dataset size and Y axis shows the percentage error rate in
the system. According to the given results the performance of
the FP-Tree is much effective than the Apriori algorithm.

FP-Tree Algorithm

Figure 2 accuracy
The performance of the proposed model in terms of accuracy
percentage is given in figure 2 and table 5. The line graph
representation of table 5 is given using figure 2, that table
contains the observations of experiments of increasing
amount of data size. The X axis of the diagram shows the
dataset size and Y axis shows the obtained accuracy of the
algorithms. In this work two different techniques of
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C. Memory Usages
The memory usages are also known as space complexity of
the algorithm. That indicates the utilized memory resource
during the execution of the target algorithm. It is measured
using the following formula in JAVA technology.

The memory usages of the model are demonstrated in both
figure 4 and table 7. In the table 7 the experimental
observations are given with increasing amount of data. The
size of dataset used in experiments are given in X axis.
Additionally the measured performance of both the algorithm
is given in Y axis and measured in terms of KB (kilobytes).

Figure 5 Time Consumption
The performance of the system for URL classification is given
using the figure 5 and table 8. Here for measuring the
performance of both the algorithms milliseconds are used as
scale. The X axis of the line graph shows the dataset size and
Y axis demonstrate the utilized time for execution of the
target algorithms. According to the obtained results the
performance of the FP-tree is much effective as compared to
Apriori algorithm due to less time consumption. Thus the
FP-tree based model is much efficient as compared to apriori
algorithm.
Table 8 Time consumption
Dataset Size

Apriori
Algorithm

FP-Tree
Algorithm

50

120

84

100

178

142

150

221

197

200

264

248

250

315

286

300

362

321

500

407

388

Figure 4 memory usages
Table 7 Memory Usages
Dataset Size

Apriori Algorithm

FP-Tree
Algorithm

50

16522

14525

100

14267

12658

150

17264

14827

200

16732

13726

250

15729

14774

300

16986

15254

500

17729

15628

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The proposed work is aimed to apply the machine learning
techniques for detecting phishing attacks by classifying the
URLs according to the recovered features from URL. This
work is accomplished successfully additionally the summary
of the work is discussed as conclusion and the future
extension is also reported.

According to obtained experimental patterns the FP-Tree
algorithm is efficient as compared to apriori algorithm in
terms of memory usages.
D. Time Consumption
The time consumption of the algorithm is also known as the
time complexity of the algorithms. The time consumption of
the algorithm can be measured using the following formula:
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labels additionally large number of rules also increases
the amount of time
2. The ensemble learning technique is one more effective
method which improve the classifiers performance thus
in near future we have tried to implement the technique
using ensemble learning method

A. Conclusion
The data mining and machine learning techniques are hugely
accepted now in these days in various decision making,
pattern identification and prediction tasks. In this context
various kinds of techniques used among them rule based
classification technique is one of the effective method. In this
work the rule based learning model is demonstrated for
classify the malicious URLs. These malicious URLs are
deployed in various ways to victim’s device for visiting it and
capturing sensitive and private information. Such kind of
cyber crime is known as the phishing. Therefore the proposed
work is dedicated to design an efficient and accurate phishing
detection technique. In this presented work we are designing a
phishing detection model therefore first we used apriori
algorithm for designing it. First the dataset is preprocessed to
recover the reported URLs as phishing. After preprocessing
of the dataset we extract the features form URLs. These
features are used for learning and preparing the classification
rules. These classification rules are further used with the new
URLs to identify their class labels (i.e. phishing, or
legitimate). After that due to higher resource consumption and
long running time the model is again designed with the help of
FP-tree algorithm. Additionally a comparative performance
study is prepared for justifying the results among both the
classification techniques. In this experiment the phish tank
database is used. The implementation of the proposed work is
carried out using JAVA technology. Additionally for
preserving the performance parameters the MySQL server is
used. According to the obtained performance the mean
performance summary is also computed and reported in table
9.
Table 9 performance summary
S.
No.

Parameters

Apriori
algorithm

FP-Tree

1

Accuracy

81.71 %

84.44 %

2

Error rate

18.29 %

15.55 %

3

Memory usage

16461.28 KB

14484 KB

4

Time consumption

266.71 MS

238 MS
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